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If ever a company could be described as the "800-pound gorilla" of its industry, eBay is just that in the exploding world of online  auctions. But with more than 50 million registered users and almost $15 billion in annual merchandise sales, the only thing easier than selling on eBay is  getting lumped in with all the other sellers. People looking to exponentially increase their visibility and potential profit keep turning to eBay the  Smart Way, the definitive guide to smarter eBay tactics. Now in its third edition, this priceless tool has changed with the times to cover the latest  trends, including:
* local auctions * live auctions * fixed-price auctions * buying and selling cars on eBay motors * enhanced PayPal services * using digital photography *  setting up eBay Stores * great inventory sources * bulk listings * eBay tools * and more  

Brand new chapters explain how to maximize profits in real estate sales, work with auction management services, and negotiate international transactions.    

As always, eBay the Smart Way is the go-to resource for first-timers and veterans alike, with step-by-step instructions for listing products, creating  attention-grabbing photos and descriptions, offering top-notch customer service, and maintaining high credibility. eBay buyers will also benefit from  strategies for negotiating the best deals. For the most in-depth and accessible information on how to make the most out of online auctions, "nothing explains it better than eBay the Smart Way." -- The Internet Marketing Bookshelf.
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Spatial Augmented Reality: Merging Real and Virtual WorldsAK Peter, 2005
Like virtual reality, augmented reality is becoming an emerging platform in new application areas for museums, edutainment, home entertainment, research, industry, and the art communities using novel approaches which have taken augmented reality beyond traditional eye-worn or hand-held displays.

In this book, the authors discuss spatial...
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Essential Lightwave 3D 8 (Book w/ CD-ROM)Wordware Publishing, 2005
What you have in your hands is, quite simply, a collection of tools and techniques that
many professional LightWave artists use every single day doing what we do in our
various fields. The tools and techniques explored in this book are essential to creating
the caliber of imagery that you see on film and television and in print and...
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Gravity from the Ground Up: An Introductory Guide to Gravity and General RelativityCambridge University Press, 2003
"...the text is...inviting, with exercises that have real-world application, such as exploring the energy of photons that cause sunburn."   Stuart J. Goldman, Sky & Telescope

"Delightfully throrough yet easy to read."   American Scientist     

       This book provides an accessible introduction to...
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Ultra-fast ASP.NET: Build Ultra-Fast and Ultra-Scalable Websites Using ASP.NET and SQL ServerApress, 2009
Ultra-Fast ASP.NET presents a practical approach to building fast and scalable web sites using ASP.NET and SQL Server. In addition to a wealth of tips, tricks and secrets, you'll find advice and code examples for all tiers of your application, including the client, caching, IIS 7, ASP.NET, threads, session state, SQL Server, Analysis...
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Artificial Intelligence: Robotics and Machine Evolution (Megatech)Crabtree Pub Co, 1999

	An introduction to the past, present, and future of artificial intelligence and robotics, discussing early science fiction predictions, the dawn of AI, and today's use of robots in factories and space exploration
...
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How to Be a DJCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Typically, if you’re a bedroom DJ, nothing really matters, although it’s more fun to play songs you like rather than music that systematically fits into the technical aspects of what you’re trying to do. If you’re a radio DJ, the music doesn’t really matter, because you won’t be choosing it, and you won’t...
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